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more than rose hydration mist
who am I?
Refresh, hydrate and quench your skin with more than rose hydration mist.
Rose is an intoxicating aroma that is one of the most revered essential oils
around the world. Known as the “queen” of essential oils, Rose will not only
repair and hydrate your skin it will awaken your senses and calm your mind.

what are the benefits of using me?
•
•
•
•

calming and soothing
cooling and a natural humectant
reduces skin irritation
rose assists in toning capillaries

who can use me?
•

created for all skin types.

how do you use me?
•

spray onto the face after cleansing or whenever your skin requires a
pick me up, cooling, hydrating or calming.

what am I made from?
Certified organic content 90%
Damask Rose: Known as the Queen of oils Damask Rose is effective in
reducing inflammation and redness whilst aiding in repairing capillaries.
Breathing in Rose can have a profound effect on the Psyche, as well as
slowing the nervous system and heart rate.
Aloe Vera leaf juice: Luscious Aloe Vera provides nourishment and the humectant properties
that the skin needs to repair and maintain moisture. This striking green succulent has a rich
history across various cultures. It is said that Cleopatra applied the gel to her body as part of
her beauty regimen, the ancient Greeks used it to cure everything whilst the Native
Americans have called Aloe Vera "Wand of the Heaven."
Hyaluronic acid: Hyaluronic acid is part of the skin matrix and is important in holding skin
moisture. It is used to support the skin structure and to increase the skin’s hydration level.
Tazman Pepper, Riberry and Mutari Berry: This complex blend of indigenous “superberries”
provides immediate and longer-term skin hydration whilst improving skin radiance. These 3
wise berries also act as a potent antioxidant.
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